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PRIORITY ARGUMENTS VIA TRUE STRAGES
ANTONIO MONTALBA´N
Abstract. We describe a variation of Ash’s η-system, and give a new proof of Ash’s metathe-
orem. As an application, we prove a generalization of Ash and Knight’s theorem on pairs of
structures.
1. Introduction
Ash’s metatheorem is one of the gems of computability theory. It gives a general framework
for doing 0(η)-priority constructions which can be applied to a whole variety of cases, mostly
coming from Computable Structure Theory. What makes it so special is that with a relatively
simple combinatorial condition it captures the essence of 0(η)-priority constructions. It was
first introduced by Ash in 1986 [Ash86a, Ash86b], and several slightly different versions where
proposed later in the 90’s by Ash and Knight [Ash90, AK94b, AK94a, Kni95]. The standard
reference for Ash’s metatheorem and its applications is Ash and Knight’s book [AK00].
The objective of this paper is twofolded. First, we present a new version of Ash’s metathe-
orem and give a new proof for it. Our new definition of an η-system is in terms of the
stage-by-stage construction that it produces, which we hope might help the readers who are
used to thinking in these terms. The key notion in this new presentation is that of a ξ-true
stage; these are the stages where our approximations to the ξ’th jump are correct. Most com-
putability theorist are used to proofs that use true stages for the enumeration of 0′, and they
might find the extensions to higher ordinals quite natural. The proof is not really simpler,
but the difficult part of the proof is now separated from the metatheorem, and moved inside
the definitions of the approximation of the jumps, and of “apparent ξ-true stages.” In Section
6 we develop a way of producing, at each finite stage, an approximation to the ξ-jump. The
ideas to define such approximations are not completely new, and different approaches can be
found in the literature. The approximations of the jumps we use are based on definitions
from Marcone and Montalba´n [MM11], because of their nice combinatorial properties that
will be useful to us, although some important modifications are needed. Assuming some basic
properties for these notions, the proofs of the metatheorems in Sections 2 and 3 are quite
simple, and they concentrate on the combinatorial aspects of the η-system, which are now
clearly separated from the combinatorial aspects of the approximations to the jumps.
Depending on the application at hand, one framework might me easier to apply than
another. Let us remark that there are two other known general frameworks for priority
arguments: The workers method developed by Harrington [Har76, Har79] (see also Knight
[Kni90a, Kni90b]), and the iterated trees of strategies method, developed by Lempp and Ler-
man [LL90, LL95, Ler10].
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Second, we give a particular application of our new version of Ash’s metatheorem. Neither
a standard Ash’s η-system, nor our η-system defined in Section 3 seems to be enough for this
application, and we thus need to provide a more general version in Section 4. This modification
is rather small, but it seems to give the η-system much extra power. We remark that this
modification seems small only because of the presentation we chose, and it is not clear how to
state this modification using Ash’s original framework.
Our application, Theorem 5.3, is a generalization of Ash and Knight’s theorem on pairs of
structures [AK90] which says the following: Suppose we have a Σ0η question, and we want to
build, uniformly, a computable structure C which is isomorphic to a given structure A1 if the
answer to the question is ‘yes’, and isomorphic to another given structure A0 otherwise. Then,
we can do this if we know that A0 ≥η A1 (where ≤η is the η-th back-and-forth relation) and
that A0,A1 satisfy an effectiveness condition called η-friendliness. This result has been used
in all sorts of applications around the literature. An important corollary is that A0 ≥η A1 if
and only if the problem of distinguishing between A0 and A1 (given a structure that we know
is isomorphic to one of the two) is boldface Σ0η-hard (see [HM, Theorem 2.2]).
In our generalization, instead of having two structures we have a binary tree of structures.
This tree has ordinal height, and if we branch at the ξ-th level of the tree, then the structures
on one side of the branch are ≥ξ-greater than the ones on the other branch. The theorem then
says that if we are given a branch, where calculating the ξ-th bit of the branch is Σ0ξ , then we
can uniformly build a computable structure isomorphic to the one lying at that branch of the
tree. We also assume the branch has finitely many 1’s, and again, we assume the structures
in the tree are all η-friendly. See Section 5 for the full statement and definitions.
We are interested in this particular application because it is a key lemma in an upcoming
paper [Mon] where the author gives a Vaught’s-conjecture type characterization of the classes
of structures which are intermediate for computable embeddability, which is the effective
version of the Friedman-Stanley reducibility [FS89] on classes of structures studied on [FF09,
FFH+12].
2. n-systems
We start by defining n-systems for finite n, just because it is easier to start by picturing
the finite case, and because some readers might only be interested in the finite case.
Our n-systems will rely on the notion of “apparent n-true stage.” We shall define this
notion precisely in Section 7.2. For now we just list the properties this notion should have,
and see how these properties are enough to prove our metatheorem. Since most computability
theorist already have a good intuition as to what this notion should be, we expect the reader
to be able to read this section without having a concrete definition in mind. Otherwise, the
reader can skip to Sections 6 and 7, and only then come back to this section.
2.1. Apparent true stages. As we know, a true stage is one at which we are guessing a
finite initial segment of 0′ correctly. We will call them 1-true stages. Similarly, an n-true stage
is one at which we are guessing a finite initial segment of 0(n) correctly.
Let us define the notation we will use. For each computable ordinal ξ we will use ∇ξ ∈ ωω
to denote a ∆0ξ-complete function (Definition 7.1). Notice that for finite n, ∇
n+1 is Turing
equivalent to 0(n), and for infinite ξ, ∇ξ ≡T 0
(ξ). (It might help the reader to start by
considering only the case when ξ is just a finite number.) For each ξ, and at each stage s,
we will computably define a finite string ∇ξs which is trying to guess an initial segment of ∇ξ.
These approximations will satisfy the following properties, that we will prove in Lemmas 7.3,
7.4 and 7.5.
(N1) For each ξ, there is a sub-sequence {ti : i ∈ ω} such that
⋃
i∈ω∇
ξ
ti
= ∇ξ.
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(N2) For every s, there are only finitely many ξ’s with ∇ξs 6= 〈〉 (where 〈〉 is the empty
sequence).
(N3) For γ ≤ ξ and s ≤ t, if 〈〉 6= ∇ξs ⊆ ∇
ξ
t , then ∇
γ
s ⊆ ∇
γ
t .
In Section 7.2 we will define a sequence of relations (≤ξ)ξ≤η on ω that will represent the
notion of apparent ξ-true stage. That is, for s < t ∈ ω, we say that s looks ξ-true at t, or that
t ξ-believes in s, if s ≤ξ t. For finite n we can let s ≤n t if and only if ∇
n+1
s ⊆ ∇
n+1
t , and we
would get all the properties we need. However, for transfinite ξ, the relations ∇ξ+1s ⊆ ∇
ξ+1
t
fail to have some of these properties, and we will have to define ≤ξ slightly differently. For
now, all we need to know is that the relations ≤ξ on ω will satisfy the following properties
(Lemma 7.8):
(B0) ≤0 is just the standard ordering on ω.
(B1) The relations ≤ξ are uniformly computable.
(B2) Each ≤ξ is a pre-ordering (i.e., reflexive and transitive).
(B3) The sequence of relations is nested (i.e., if γ ≤ ξ and s ≤ξ t, then s ≤γ t).
(B4) The sequence of relations is continuous (i.e., if λ is a limit ordinal, then ≤λ=
⋂
ξ<λ ≤ξ).
(B5) For every s < t ∈ ω, s ≤ξ t⇒ ∇
ξ+1
s ⊆ ∇
ξ+1
t .
(B6) For every ξ, there exist stages t0 ≤ξ t1 ≤ξ · · · with
⋃
i∈ω∇
ξ+1
ti
= ∇ξ+1.
But the most important property the relations ≤ξ satisfy is the following:
(♣) For every ξ, and every r < s < t, if r ≤ξ+1 t and s ≤ξ t, then r ≤ξ+1 s.
To see why (♣) should be true, suppose that r < s both have compatible guesses for ∇ξ+1,
but r does not look (ξ + 1)-true at s. The only way this could happen is that s witnessed
some convergence with oracle ∇ξ+1 which r had not seen yet. This convergence stays present
thereafter, so if a later stage t has the same guesses for ∇ξ+1, it will see the same convergence
and we will have r 6≤ξ+1 t.
Observation 2.1. Given r < s < t, if r ≤ξ t and s ≤ξ t, then r ≤ξ s: For successor ξ use
(♣) and that s ≤ξ−1 t. For limit ξ, we have that for every γ < ξ, we can use (♣), and that
r ≤γ+1 t and s ≤γ t, to get r ≤γ+1 s. By continuity we get that r ≤ξ s.
2.2. The system. We are now ready to define n-stystems.
Definition 2.2. An n-system consists of a triple (L,P0, (≤
L
i )i≤n) where
• L is a computable subset of ω, called the set of states.
• P0 is a computable subtree of L
<ω, called the action tree.
• (≤Li )i≤n is a computable nested sequence of pre-orderings on L, called the restraint
relations.
Remark 2.3. For the reader familiar with Ash’s n-systems, let us note that this is what he
would have called an (n+1)-system, rather than an n-system. The alternating tree P in Ash’s
system corresponds to the restriction of P0 to the n-true stages. Instead of the instruction
function q in Ash’s system, we will use the approximations to the jumps and code it directly
within P0. The enumeration function E is defined below, and plays the same role as in Ash’s
systems.
At each stage s of the construction we will choose ℓs ∈ L which determines the state of the
construction so far. We must always have 〈ℓ0, ..., ℓs〉 ∈ P0. If we were to do an analogy with
forcing constructions, the elements of L would be called “forcing conditions.” The action tree
must guarantee that the state ℓs built at stage s is compatible with ∇
n+1
s , our current guess
for 0n.
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The restraint relations, ≤Li , are the ones that guarantee that not much injury is done at
stages where our guesses for the jumps are wrong. The main issue in 0(n)-priority constructions
is that at a given stage one might guess wrongly which requirements need to be respected and
which do not, and this is why the injuries need to be carefully controlled in a way that we
can recover from them later. The restraints are going to come in different levels. Ideally,
an i-restraint would like all the upcoming states in the construction to be ≥Li -greater than
the current one. But this is too much to ask in general, and we will only require it on the
i-true stages. To get this, the attitude of the construction is the following: If s i-believes in a
previous stage t (i.e., s ≥i t), then s must respect the i-restraint imposed by t (i.e., ℓs ≥
L
i ℓt).
The objective of many constructions in computability theory is to build a c.e. object of
some kind, either a collection of c.e. sets, or a diagram of a structure, or a Turing operator,
etc. Each n-system comes together with an enumeration function in charge of enumerating
the outcome of the construction. An enumeration function is a c.e. set E ⊆ L×ω. We denote
E(l) = {k ∈ ω : (l, k) ∈ E}. It must satisfy that for ℓ0, ℓ1 ∈ L, if ℓ0 ≤
L
0 ℓ1, then E(ℓ0) ⊆ E(ℓ1).
The idea is that when we play ℓ at some stage in our construction, we enumerate E(ℓ) in our
outcome set.
The objective of the construction is to define a computable infinite sequence π = (ℓ0, ℓ1, ....)
with the following property.
Definition 2.4. A 0-run for an n-system (L,P0, (≤
L
i )i≤n) is a finite or infinite sequence
π = (ℓ0, ℓ1, ....) ∈ P0 ∪ [P0] (where [P0] is the set of paths through P0) such that, for each
s, t < |π| and i ≤ n, we have that
s ≤i t ⇒ ℓs ≤
L
i ℓt.
Given a 0-run, we let E(π) =
⋃
i<|π|E(ℓi).
The 0-run π is what we call “the construction.” Why do we desire to build an infinite
computable 0-run π? Let t0, t1, .... be the sub-sequence of n-true stages (i.e. the stages t as in
(B6), for which ∇n+1t is correct). We call πn = 〈ℓt0 , ℓt1 , ...〉 an n-run. (This is closer in essence
to what Ash calls a run.) We then have that
ℓt0 ≤
L
n ℓt1 ≤
L
n ℓt2 ≤
L
n ....
and furthermore, each ℓti was buit under the correct assumption about the construction. So
any requirement that is satisfied along this sequence, should be correctly satisfied forever. On
the other hand, note that
E(π) = E(πn) =
⋃
i∈ω
E(ℓti).
Even though E(π) is just c.e., it can be defined in terms of what is enumerated along the
n-true stages under the correct guess for ∇n+1. This should guarantee that E(π) satisfies the
desired requirements.
2.3. The Metatheorem. The theorem below gives a sufficient condition to build a com-
putable infinite 0-run on an n-system. This is the condition that controls the injuries of the
construction, the one that allows us to recover from the injuries done at stages where we had
incorrect information.
Definition 2.5. We say that an n-system (L,P0, (≤
L
i )i≤n) satisfies the extendibility condition
if: whenever we have a finite 0-run p = 〈ℓ0, ..., ℓs−1〉, and a finite sequence of sk ≤ sk−1 ≤
.... ≤ s0 < s with k ≤ n such that, for all i, ℓsi ≤
L
i ℓsi−1 , there exists an ℓ ∈ L such that
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p⌢ℓ ∈ P0 and ℓsi ≤
L
i ℓ for all i ≤ k. (See diagram below.)
ℓsk ≤
L
k ℓsk−1 ≤
L
k−1 · · · ≤
L
2 ℓs1 ≤
L
1 ℓs0
ℓ
≤L
k
≤L
k−1 ≥
L 1 ≥
L
0
The following is the main lemma about n-systems. Ash calls this the “metatheorem.”
Its proof is quite simple, due to the carefully crafted definitions above. What makes it the
main lemma is that it shows how the extendibility condition is the combinatorial core of the
construction.
Theorem 2.6. For every n-system (L,P0, (≤
L
i )i≤n) with the extendibility condition, there
exists an infinite computable 0-run π. Furthermore, a 0-run can be built uniformly in the
n-system.
Proof. We build π stage by stage. To start, the extendibility condition trivialy gives us some
ℓ0 such that 〈ℓ0〉 ∈ P0, which is enough to have a 0-run of length one. Suppose we have already
built a finite 0-run p = 〈ℓ0, ..., ℓs−1〉 and we want to define ℓs.
We need to find ℓ ∈ L such that p⌢ℓ ∈ P0 and such that, for every t < s and i ≤ n, if
t ≤i s, then ℓt ≤
L
i ℓs. To find such an ℓ it is not necessary to consider all such t’s, but only the
maximal among them for each i. For i ≤ n, let si be the largest t < s such that t ≤i s, if such
a t exists. Let k ≤ n be the largest such that sk exists. Note that for i < j ≤ n, if sj exists
then so does si because sj ≤i s (by the nesting of the relations ≤i). Furthermore, we have
that sj ≤ si. Actually, using (♣) and that si ≤i s and si−1 ≤i−1 s, we have that si ≤i si−1.
And hence, since π is a 0-run, we have that ℓsi ≤
L
i ℓsi−1 for all i. The extendibility condition
then gives us an ℓ ∈ L such that p⌢ℓ ∈ P0 and ℓsi ≤
L
i ℓ for all i. Let ℓs = ℓ. We now claim
that 〈ℓ0, ..., ℓs−1, ℓs〉 is a 0-run: Suppose that t < s is such that t ≤i s. By the definition of si
we get that t ≤ si, and by Observation 2.1 we get that t ≤i si, and hence that ℓt ≤
L
i ℓsi . By
the transitivity of ≤Li we get that ℓt ≤
L
i ℓs. 
3. η-systems
The generalization from finite n to transfinite η is not too drastic. The definitions of η-
system and of 0-run are exactly the same as above, just thinking of n as a transfinite ordinal
rather than a natural number. The extendibility condition needs to be slightly modified.
Assume that η is a computable well-ordering, and that its presentation is nice enough so
that the successor function is computable. When we write ξ ≤ η, we mean that ξ is a member
of this particular presentation of η + 1.
Definition 3.1. We say that an η-system (L,P0, (≤
L
ξ )ξ≤η) satisfies the extendibility condition
if: whenever we have a finite 0-run p = 〈ℓ0, ..., ℓs−1〉, stages sk < sk−1 < .... < s0 < s, and
ordinals ξ0 < ξ1 < · · · < ξk ≤ η such that, for all i < k, ℓsi+1 ≤
L
ξi+1
ℓsi , there exists an ℓ ∈ L
such that p⌢ℓ ∈ P0 and, for all i ≤ k, ℓsi ≤
L
ξi
ℓ. (See diagram below.)
ℓsk ≤
L
ξk−1+1
ℓsk−1 ≤
L
ξk−2+1
· · · ≤Lξ1+1 ℓs1 ≤
L
ξ0+1
ℓs0
ℓ
≤L
ξk
≤L
ξk
−1 ≥
L
ξ 1 ≥
L
ξ0
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Theorem 3.2. For every η-system (L,P0, (≤
L
ξ )ξ≤η) with the extendibility condition, there
exists a computable infinite 0-run π. Furthermore, a 0-run can be build uniformly in the
n-system.
Proof. Let ℓ0 be such that 〈ℓ0〉 ∈ P0, which exists by the trivial case in the extendibility
condition. Suppose we have already built a finite 0-run p = 〈ℓ0, ..., ℓs−1〉 and we want to
define ℓs.
We want to define ℓs ∈ L such that p
⌢ℓs ∈ P0 and, for every t < s and every ξ ≤ η, if
t ≤ξ s then ℓt ≤
L
ξ s. Let η0 ≤ η be the largest such that there exists some t < s with t ≤η0 s.
A largest such ordinal exists by the continuity of (≤ξ)ξ≤η. For each ξ ≤ η0, let tξ < s be
the largest t such that t ≤ξ s. Notice that if t ≤ξ s, then t ≤ tξ and by Observation 2.1,
t ≤ξ tξ ≤ξ s. So it is enough to get ℓ with p
⌢ℓ ∈ P0 such that, for every ξ ≤ η0, ℓtξ ≤
L
ξ ℓ.
There are infinitely many ξ’s, but only finitely many possible values for tξ < s, so they
must repeat a lot. Using that the relations (≤ξ)ξ≤η are nested, we see that if ξ ≤ ζ ≤ η0 then
tζ ≤ tξ. We now want to define stages sk < .... < s0 < s so that {s0, ..., sk} = {tξ : ξ ≤ η0} as
sets, but we need to define them effectively. Let s0 = t0. Given si, let ξi ≤ η0 be the greatest
such that si = tξi , i.e., the greatest ξ such that si ≤ξ s. We notice that such a greatest ordinal
exists by the continuity of (≤ξ)ξ≤η. (To find ξi computably, first check if si ≤η0 s. If so let
ξi = η0, and if not search for ξ with si ≤ξ s and si 6≤ξ+1 s.) If ξi = η0, then we let k = i and
that finishes the definition of s0, ..., sk. Otherwise, let si+1 = tξi+1. Since we know si 6≤ξi+1 s,
we must have si+1 < si. By (♣) we then have si+1 ≤ξi+1 si, and hence, since p is a 0-run,
ℓsi+1 ≤ξi+1 ℓsi . (See diagram below.)
s
≤ξk ≤ξk−1
≥
ξ
1
≥
ξ0
sk ≤ξk−1+1 sk−1 ≤ξk−2+1 · · · ≤ξ1+1 s1 ≤ξ0+1 s0
ℓsk ≤
L
ξk−1+1
ℓsk−1 ≤
L
ξk−2+1
· · · ≤Lξ1+1 ℓs1 ≤
L
ξ0+1
ℓs0
ℓ
≤L
ξk
≤L
ξk
−1 ≥
L
ξ 1 ≥
L
ξ0
So we are in the hypothesis of the extendibility condition, which gives us an ℓ ∈ L with
p⌢ℓ ∈ P0 and ℓsi ≤ξi ℓ for all i ≤ k. As we explained above, this is exactly what we
needed. 
4. The modified η-system
Just by looking at the proof of our metatheorem (Theorem 3.2), one can see that we could
have used the following weakening of the extendibility condition to get the same result. The
only difference is that we require si ≤ξi s in the hypothesis.
Definition 4.1. We say that an η-system (L,P0, (≤
L
ξ )ξ≤η) satisfies the weak extendibility
condition if: whenever we have a finite 0-run p = 〈ℓ0, ..., ℓs−1〉, stages sk < sk−1 < .... < s0 < s,
and ordinals ξ0 < ξ1 < · · · < ξk ≤ η such that, for all i ≤ k, si ≤ξi s and ℓsi+1 ≤
L
ξi+1
ℓsi , there
exists an ℓ ∈ L such that p⌢ℓ ∈ P0 and, for all i ≤ k, ℓsi ≤
L
ξi
ℓ. (See the diagram inside the
proof of Theorem 3.2.)
The assumption that si ≤ξi s for all i ≤ k (that is, the top half of the diagram) is not part
of Ash’s original framework. Ash’s framework is equivalent to the one we described in the
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previous section, and there is no clear way of expressing the weak extendibility condition using
Ash’s original exposition as he does not deal with the ξ-belief relations. The weak extendibility
condition makes the metatheorem stronger (or at least so it seems), and it is necessary for the
application we provide in this paper.
Theorem 4.2. For every η-system (L,P0, (≤
L
i )i≤η) with the weak extendibility condition, there
exists a computable infinite 0-run π.
The proof of this theorem is exactly that of Theorem 3.2.
5. An application
In this section we prove Theorem 5.3 which requires the use of an η-system with the weak
extendibility condition. This theorem is new, and is key in the author’s upcoming paper [Mon].
The proof is a modification of the proof of Ash and Knight’s pairs-of-structures theorem [AK90,
Theorem 18.6]. To state our result we need a couple definitions. Fix a computable ordinal η,
and suppose that the definitions of ∇ξs and ≤ξ hold for all ξ ≤ η.
Definition 5.1. Let 2◦η be the set of all σ ∈ 2η with only finitely many 1’s.
Notice that 2◦η is countable and computably presentable, as opposed to 2η which has size
continuum for infinite η.
Let us recall the back-and-forth relations. For more background on the back-and-forth
relation see [AK00, Chapter 15]. Given structures A and B, and tuples a¯ ∈ A<ω and b¯ ∈ B<ω,
recall that (A, a¯) is ξ-back-and-forth below (B, b¯), written (A, a¯) ≤ξ (B, b¯), if the Π
in
ξ -type
of a¯ in A is included in the Πinξ -type of b¯ of B, where the Π
in
ξ -type of a¯ in A is the set of
infinitary-Πξ formulas which are true about a¯ in A. (We are allowing tuples of different sizes
here as in [AK00], provided |a¯| ≤ |b¯|. We note that (A, a¯) ≤ξ (B, b¯) ⇐⇒ (A, a¯) ≤ξ (B, b¯ ↾ |a¯|).)
Equivalently, (A, a¯) ≤ξ (B, b¯) if for every tuple d¯ ∈ B
<ω and any γ < ξ, there exists c¯ ∈ A<ω
such that (A, a¯c¯) ≥γ (B, b¯d¯). In particular, we will use that, if (A, a¯) ≤β+1 (B, b¯), then there
exists a tuple c¯ ⊇ a¯ such that (A, c¯) ≥β (B, b¯).
(A, a¯)
(A, c¯)
⊆
≥β (B, b¯)
≤
β+1 PP
P
P
P
P
P
Definition 5.2. An η-tree of structures is a sequence of structures {Aσ : σ ∈ 2
◦η} such that,
for every σ, τ ∈ 2◦η and ξ < η, we have that
σ ↾ ξ = τ ↾ ξ & σ(ξ) ≤ τ(ξ) ⇒ Aσ ≥ξ+1 Aτ .
Notice that, in particular σ ↾ ξ = τ ↾ ξ ⇒ Aσ ≡ξ Aτ .
We now recall the notion of α-friendliness (see [AK00, Section 15.2]). An η-tree of structures
is α-friendly if given two tuples in two structures a¯ ∈ A<ωσ and b¯ ∈ A
<ω
τ and given ξ < α,
we can effectively decide if (Aσ, a¯) ≤ξ (Aτ , b¯) in a c.e. way, or, in other words, if the set of
quintuples {(σ, a¯, τ, b¯, ξ) : σ, τ ∈ 2◦η , a¯ ∈ A<ωσ , b¯ ∈ A
<ω
τ , ξ < α, (Aσ , a¯) ≤ξ (Aτ , b¯)} is c.e. This
is quite a strong condition, but when the Aσ’s are naturally defined structures which we fully
understand, it is often the case that we can show the η-tree is α-friendly.
The following is our generalization of a Ash–Knight’s theorem from pairs to trees of struc-
tures.
Theorem 5.3. Let {Aσ : σ ∈ 2
◦η} be a computable η-friendly η-tree of structures. Let
{σn : n ∈ ω} ⊆ 2
◦η be such that deciding if σn(ξ) = 1 is Σ
0
ξ+1 uniformly in n and ξ.
Then, there exists a computable sequence Cn such that for all n, Cn ∼= Aσn .
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In other words, if we are given a σ ∈ 2◦η, and it is given to as in a Σ0ξ+1 way, we can
uniformly build a computable copy of Aσ, despite having to guess at the bits of σ.
Proof. To build Cn we will define an η-system (L,P0, (≤
L
i )i≤η) uniformly in n. We will have
to change the definition of “apparent ξ-true stage” slightly. That is, we will define a new
sequence of pre-orderings (4ξ)ξ≤η satisfying (B0)-(B6) and (♣) so that we can still apply the
metatheorem.
Let W be a c.e. operator such that σn(ξ) = 1 ⇐⇒ n ∈ W
∇ξ+1 . Let us fix an n and
concentrate on building Cn.
For each s, let τs ∈ 2
◦η, the stage-s approximation to σn, be defined as follows:
τs(ξ) = 1 ⇐⇒ n ∈W
∇ξ+1s .
Since ∇ξ+1s 6= 〈〉 only for finitely many ξ’s, we have that τs(ξ) = 1 also only for finitely many
ξ’s. We note that if ∇ηt is correct, and t is large enough so that n ∈ W
∇ξ+1t for all ξ with
σn(ξ) = 1, then since all the ∇
γ
t are correct, τs = σn.
For s, t ∈ ω let us define
s 4ξ t ⇐⇒ s ≤ξ t & τs ↾ ξ = τt ↾ ξ.
First, let us note that s 4ξ t not only implies that τs ↾ ξ = τt ↾ ξ, but also that τs(ξ) ≤ τt(ξ):
This is because if s 4ξ t, then s ≤ξ t, and hence ∇
ξ+1
s ⊆ ∇
ξ+1
t , and thus n ∈ W
∇ξ+1s ⇒ n ∈
W∇
ξ+1
t .
It is easy to see that the (4ξ)ξ≤η satisfy (B0)-(B6). To show (♣) suppose that r 4ξ s 4ξ t
and r 4ξ+1 t–we want to show that r 4ξ+1 s. Since ≤ξ satisfies (♣), we have that r ≤ξ+1 s.
Since r 4ξ s we have that τr ↾ ξ = τs ↾ ξ. Since r Eξ s Eξ t, τr(ξ) ≤ τs(ξ) ≤ τt(ξ) (as we
mentioned above) and since r 4ξ+1 t, τr(ξ) = τt(ξ). It follows that τr(ξ) = τs(ξ), getting that
τs ↾ ξ + 1 = τt ↾ ξ + 1 as needed.
We will use (4ξ)ξ≤η as our “ξ-belief” relations. Let us now define the η-system. At each
stage s we will pick a tuple a¯s ∈ Aτs and build a piece of our structure Cn using the atomic
diagram of a¯s.
We let
L = {(τ, a¯) : τ ∈ 2◦η, a¯ ∈ Aτ}.
We only play (τ, a¯) when the current guess at σn is τ , and we want a¯ to cover more and
more of Aτ every time. We define the action tree accordingly: p
⌢(τ, a¯) ∈ P0 if and only if
p ∈ P0, τ = τs, where s = |p|, and a¯ contains the first s elements of Aτ .
Let c0, c1, .... be a fresh set of constants. We will define Cn to have domain {c0, c1, ....},
(quotiented by the equality relation). To define the structure we need to define the atomic
formulas among these constants. The enumeration function will enumerate the atomic type
of the tuple we are currently considering. That is, given a literal ψ(xi1 , ..., xik ), we let
ψ(ci1 , ..., cik ) ∈ E(τ, a¯) if the Go¨del code of ψ is less than |a¯|, and if Aτ |= ψ(ai1 , ..., aik )
where a¯ = 〈a0, ..., a|a¯|−1〉. We will let (τ, a¯) ≤
L
0 (ρ, b¯) if (Aτ , a¯) ≤0 (Aρ, b¯), which implies
E(τ, a¯) ⊆ E(ρ, b¯). So, if we have a computable infinite 0-run π, E(π) is the atomic diagram
of a computable structure.
We define the top restraint relation ≤Lη as follows
(τ0, a¯0) ≤
L
η (τ1, a¯1) ⇐⇒ τ0 = τ1 & a¯0 ⊆ a¯1.
Thus, if we have an infinite 0-run π, and t0 4η t1 4η · · · is an infinite sequence given by
(B6), then τti = σn and a¯ti ⊆ a¯ti+1 for all i. Therefore, putting together these tuples we get
a function ~a =
⋃
i a¯ti : ω → Aσn . From the definition of E(π) and Cn, we notice that the map
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ck 7→ ~a(k) is then an isomorphism between Cn and Aσn . So, if we find a computable infinite
0-run, we have a computable Cn ∼= Aσn as wanted.
To finish the definition of the η-system we need to define the intermediate pre-orderings.
For 0 < ξ < η we let (τ0, a¯0) ≤
L
ξ (τ1, a¯1) if the appropriate back-and-forth relation holds, that
is, (Aτ0 , a¯0) ≤ξ (Aτ1 , a¯1).
To show that an infinite computable run exists and finish the proof, we need to prove the
weak extendability condition. Suppose we have a finite 0-run 〈ℓ0, ..., ℓs−1〉, a sequence of stages
sk < sk−1 < ... < s0 < s, and a sequence of ordinals ξ0 < ξ1 < ... < ξk ≤ η such that, for all i,
si 4ξi s & ℓsi+1 ≤
L
ξi+1 ℓsi .
For each t < s, let 〈τs, a¯s〉 = ℓs. The first step is to fix the mistakes made by all the stages
between sk and s. By recursion on j ≤ k we build a tuple b¯j ∈ Aτsj such that a¯sj ⊆ b¯j
and such that for all i ≤ j, ℓsi ≤
L
ξi
(τsj , b¯j). (See diagram below.) Let b¯0 = a¯s0 . Having
built b¯j , since a¯sj ⊆ b¯j , we know that (Aτsj+1 , a¯sj+1) ≤ξj+1 (Aτsj , b¯j). But then, by the basic
back-and-forth property, there exists b¯j+1 ⊇ a¯sj+1 such that (Aτsj+1 , b¯j+1) ≥ξj (Aτsj , b¯j), and
hence for each i ≤ j, (Aτsj+1 , b¯j+1) ≥ξi (Aτsi , a¯si).
(Aτsk , a¯sk) ≤ξk−1+1 (Aτsk−1 , a¯sk−1) ≤ξk−2+1 · · · ≤ξ1+1 (Aτs1 , a¯s1) ≤ξ0+1 (Aτs0 , a¯s0)
⊆ ≤ξ
k
−
1+1
⊆ ≤ξ
k
−
2+1
. . .
≤
ξ1+1
⊆ ≤
ξ0+1
=
(Aτsk , b¯k) ≥ξk−1 (Aτsk−1 , b¯k−1) ≥ξk−2 · · · ≥ξ1 (Aτs1 , b¯1) ≥ξ0 (Aτs0 , b¯0)
We note that if it was the case that ξk−1 + 1 = ξk = η, we would have ℓsk 4η ℓsk−1 and
hence that a¯sk ⊆ a¯sk−1 , so we could just let b¯k = b¯k−1.
The second step is to define c¯ ∈ Aτs such that (Aτsk , b¯k) ≤ξk (Aτs , c¯). (This is the step that
requires the weak version of the extendibility condition.) Since sk 4ξk s we have that τsk ↾ ξk =
τs ↾ ξk and τsk(ξk) ≤ τs(ξk). Thus, from the definition of η-tree we have that Aτsk ≥ξk+1 Aτs .
By the back-and-forth property, there exist c¯ ∈ Aτs such that (Aτsk , b¯k) ≤ξk (Aτs , c¯) exactly
as wanted.
Last, we define a¯ ⊇ c¯ so that p⌢(τs, a¯) ∈ P0: All we need to do is extend c¯ making sure the
first s elements of Aτs are included in it. 
6. Approximation of the ξ-jumps
The objective of this section and the next is to define, for each ordinal ξ, the notion of
“ξ-true stage” and the one of “apparent ξ-true stage” as described in Section 2.1. To get
these notions to work smoothly we need to make a few technical definitions and modify a few
known notions so that they all fit together. In this section we concentrate on defining the
approximations to the ξ-jumps.
Most of the notions below were defined by Marcone and Montalba´n in [MM11]. In that
paper a whole lot of properties are proved in much more detail than here. In that paper
we were interested in comparing the behavior of the iterates of the Turing jump and certain
ordinal-notation functions that come from proof theory. The reader may just look at Sections
4, 5.2 and 6.1 in [MM11] and skip the proof-theoretic parts. We will repeat all the relevant
definitions and properties below.
As usual, let ϕ0, ϕ1, ... be an effective enumeration of the Turing functionals.
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6.1. Approximation of the first jump. The idea of true stage in the enumeration of 0′ is
widely used in Computability Theory, and there are a few slightly different definitions in the
literature. We use our own. We want the i-th true stage to be a stage in the enumeration of
0′ where the first i bits have been guessed correctly. For technical reasons, we will also require
the i-th true stage to be larger than the (i − 1)-th true stage. Also, we want to be able to
iterate and relativize this definition.
Definition 6.1. Given Z ∈ ωω, we define the sequence of Z-true stages as follows:
ti =
{
ti−1 + 1, if ϕ
Z
i (i) ↑,
max{ti−1 + 1, µt(ϕ
Z ↾ t
i (i) ↓)}, if ϕ
Z
i (i) ↓,
starting with t−1 = 1 (and hence with t0 > 1).
So, ti is a stage where Z can correctly guess Z
′ ↾ i+ 1 because
∀m ≤ i(m ∈ Z ′ ⇐⇒ ϕZ ↾ tim (m) ↓).
(We use the standard convention that if σ is a finite string, then ϕσe (i) runs for at most |σ|
stages.) With this in mind, we give a new definition of the Turing jump operator.
Definition 6.2. [MM11, 4.1] We define the Jump operator to be the function J : ωω → ωω
such that for every Z ∈ ωω and n ∈ ω,
J (Z)(n) = pZ ↾ tnq,
by which we mean the natural number coding the string Z ↾ tn. (We will abuse notation a
write Z ↾ tn for both the string Z ↾ tn and the number pZ ↾ tnq depending on the context.)
Equivalently
J (Z) = 〈Z ↾ t0, Z ↾ t1, Z ↾ t2, Z ↾ t3, . . .〉.
Clearly J (Z) ≡T Z ⊕ 〈t0, t1, t2, ...〉 ≡T Z ′. So we will use J (Z) as our standard jump
operation because it plays nicely with the approximations for the jump that we define below.
Definition 6.3. [MM11, 4.2] The jump approximation function is the map J : ω<ω → ω<ω
defined as follows. For σ ∈ ω<ω, define
ti =
{
ti−1 + 1, if ϕ
σ
i (i) ↑,
max{ti−1 + 1, µt(ϕ
σ ↾ t
i (i) ↓)}, if ϕ
σ
i (i) ↓,
starting with t−1 = 1. Let
J(σ) = 〈σ ↾ t0, σ ↾ t1, . . . , σ ↾ tk〉
where k is the least such that tk+1 > |σ|. So, either |σ| ≤ 1 and J(σ) = 〈〉, or k is the first
with tk = |σ|.
The reason we want to start with t0 ≥ 2 is that we then have |J(σ)| < |σ|. We remark
that the jump approximation function is computable. Another important remark is that
J(Z ↾ t) ⊂ J (Z) if and only if t is a Z-true stage.
A nice combinatorial property J has is that its inverse function is very easy to compute,
as σ is coded as the last entry of J(σ). Given τ ∈ ω<ω, we let J−1(τ) ∈ ω<ω be the string
coded by the last entry of τ . (In [MM11] we used the letter K to denote the map J−1.) So,
for |σ| > 1, J−1(J(σ)) = σ.
The following simple lemma is the key to get the (♣) property later.
Lemma 6.4. If σ ⊆ τ ⊆ π and J(σ) ⊆ J(π), then J(σ) ⊆ J(τ).
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Proof. The reason is that, if the values of t0, ..., tk as in the definition of J(σ) remind unchanged
in the definition of J(π) (except maybe getting a larger k), it is because for i ≤ k, if ϕσi (i) ↑,
then ϕπi (i) ↑ too. But then, ϕ
τ
i (i) ↑ also, and the values of t0, ..., tk remain unchanged in the
definition of J(τ) as well. 
Lemma 6.5. If 〈〉 6= J(σ) ⊆ J(τ), then σ ⊆ τ .
Proof. This is proved in [MM11, Lemma 4.4 (P2)(P6)]. The reason is that the last entry of
J(σ) codes the string σ itself, and any entry of J(τ) codes an initial segment of τ . 
6.2. The ω-jump. For finite n, the n-th jump and its approximation are just defined by
iterating J and J . That is, we let J n = J ◦J ◦· · ·◦J : ωω → ωω (n times) and Jn = J◦J◦· · ·◦J
(n times). We still get that, for each Z ∈ ωω, there is a sequence of n-Z-true stages {tni : i ∈ ω}
such that J n(Z) =
⋃
i∈ω J
n(Z ↾ tni ), and everything works quite smoothly. We can also define
J−n = J−1 ◦ · · · ◦J−1 (n times), and we still get that J−n ◦Jn is the identity on stings σ with
Jn(σ) 6= 〈〉. It is not hard to see that |Jn(σ)| ≤ |σ| ·− n, where s ·− t = max(0, s − t).
The reader only interested in n-systems for finite n may skip the rest of this section.
The ω-th jump is usually defined by putting all the n jumps together, each in a different
column. Instead, we will take just one entry from each. This is not going to change the Turing
degree, but it is going to play better with our finite approximations.
Definition 6.6. We define the ω-Jump operator to be the function J ω : ωω → ωω such that
for every Z ∈ ωω and n ∈ ω
J ω(Z)(n) = J n+1(Z)(0),
or, in other words,
J ω(Z) = 〈J 1(Z)(0), J 2(Z)(0), J 3(Z)(0), . . .〉,
Not unexpected is that J ω(Z) ≡T
⊕
n J
n(Z) ≡T Z
(ω) for every Z ∈ ωω. The proof is
exactly as the one given in [MM11, Lemma 5.7]. The idea for the proof is that for n < m,
J−(m−n)(〈Jm(Z)(0)〉) is an initial segment of J n(Z) of length at least m − n. Thus J n(Z)
can be uniformly defined from J ω(Z) using that J n(Z) =
⋃
m∈ω J
−(m−n)(〈Jm(Z)(0)〉).
Definition 6.7. The ω-jump approximation function is the map Jω : ω<ω → ω<ω defined as
follows. Given σ ∈ ω<ω, let
Jω(σ) = 〈J1(σ)(0), J2(σ)(0), . . . , Jn(σ)(0)〉,
where n is the least such that Jn+1(σ) = ∅. (There is always such an n, because |J i(σ)| ≤
|σ| ·− i.)
The inverse of Jω is still easy to compute. We let J−ω(τ) = J−|τ |(〈last(τ)〉). It is not hard
to see that J−ω is the inverse of Jω on strings σ with Jω(σ) 6= 〈〉.
Lemma 6.8. For σ, τ ∈ ω<ω, Jω(σ) ⊆ Jω(τ) if and only if (∀n < ω) Jn(σ) ⊆ Jn(τ), provided
〈〉 6= Jω(σ).
Proof. The right-to-left direction is clear, as Jn(σ) ⊆ Jn(τ) implies Jn(σ)(0) = Jn(τ)(0)
whenever defined. For the left-to-right direction we have that if |Jω(σ)| = k, then |Jk(σ)| = 1
and hence Jk(σ) = 〈Jω(σ)(k − 1)〉 = 〈Jω(τ)(k − 1)〉 = 〈Jk(τ)(0)〉 ⊆ Jk(τ). For each j ≤ k,
applying Lemma 6.5 k−j times we get that J j(σ) ⊆ J j(τ). For j > k we have J j(σ) = 〈〉. 
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6.3. The transfinite jumps. For general γ the definitions of the ωγ-th jump operator and the
ωγ-jump approximation function are slightly more involved, but only because of the notation,
while the ideas are the same as in the ω-jump.
Assume again that η is a computable ordinal. From now on we only work with ordinals in
η + 1. Since the jump operators are going to be defined by transfinite recursion, we need an
effective way to reach each limit ordinal from below. Let us review the notion of characteristic
sequence of an ordinal α. It is just a non-decreasing sequence of ordinals, that we denote by
{α[0], α[1], ...}, which satisfies limn α[n]+1 = α, and that we fix in advance. Each ordinal α is
going to come together with such a sequence, (like when we have an ordinal notation for the
ordinal α). It is not hard to see that such a sequence can be found computably, uniformly in
α. For instance, if α is a successor ordinal, we might have α[n] = α − 1 for all n. If α = 0,
then α[n] is undefined. Observe that in both the limit and the successor cases we have that
ωα =
∑
i∈ω ω
α[i].
To simplify the notation in the definition of the ωα-Jump function, let J ω
α
n : ω
ω → ωω and
Jω
α
n : ω
<ω → ω<ω be defined by
J ω
α
n = J
ωα[n−1] ◦ J ω
α[n−2]
◦ · · · ◦ J ω
a[0]
,
Jω
α
n = J
ωα[n−1] ◦ Jω
α[n−2]
◦ · · · ◦ Jω
α[0]
.
Note that J ω
α
n (Z) ≡T Z
(βn) where βn = ω
α[0] + · · · + ωα[n−1] and that limn βn = ω
α. It
thus follows that Z(ω
α) ≡T
⊕
n Z
(βn) ≡T
⊕
n J
ωα
n (Z). The definition of J
ωα(Z) will, instead,
use just one bit–the first bit–from each J ω
α
n (Z).
Definition 6.9. ([MM11, Definitions 6.1 and 6.5 ]) Define J ω
α
by transfinite recursion as
follows. For Z ∈ ωω and n ∈ ω let
J ω
α
(Z)(n) = J ω
α
n+1(Z)(0).
The ωα-jump approximation function is the map Jω
α
: ω<ω → ω<ω defined by
Jω
α
(σ) = 〈Jω
α
1 (σ)(0), J
ωα
2 (σ)(0), . . . , J
ωα
n−1(σ)(0)〉,
where n is least such that Jω
α
n (σ) = ∅. By computable transfinite recursion one can show that
Jω
α
is computable. Again, it is not hard to see that σ can be recovered from the last entry
of Jω
α
(σ): A function J−ω
α
which is the inverse of Jω
α
on strings of length ≥ 2 is defined in
[MM11, Definition 6.1].
The main properties we will use about these approximations are described in the following
three lemmas.
Lemma 6.10. For σ, τ ∈ ω<ω, Jω
α
(σ) ⊆ Jω
α
(τ) if and only if (∀n < ω) Jω
α
n (σ) ⊆ J
ωα
n (τ),
provided 〈〉 6= Jω
α
(σ).
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Lemma 6.8. The right-to-left direction is
straightforward, and the left-to-right direction is proved in [MM11, Lemma 6.2 (Pω
α
7)]. 
As a special case, we get
Corollary 6.11. If 〈〉 6= Jω
α
(σ) ⊆ Jω
α
(τ), then σ ⊆ τ .
Lemma 6.12. For every Z there is a sequence {ti : i ∈ ω} such that
⋃
i J
ωα(Z ↾ ti) = J
ωα(Z).
Proof. This is proved in [MM11, Lemma 6.9]. Essentially, for each i, first prove that J−ω
α
(J ω
α
(Z) ↾ i) ⊆
Z, and then let ti = |J
−ωα(J ω
α
(Z) ↾ i)|. 
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6.4. Ordinal normal forms. The material in the rest of this section is different from what
is done in [MM11]. In the next subsection we will define ∇ξs approximating a ∆0ξ-complete
function, and we want this approximation to satisfy properties (N1)-(N3). The problem with
the jump approximations we have defined so far is that for α different than β, the behaviors of
Jω
α
and Jω
β
are unrelated, as it depends heavily on the choice of the characteristic functions
for α and β which might be completely unrelated. This problem becomes worse when we want
to define the jump along ordinals which are not of the form ωα. The first idea would be to
use standard Cantor normal forms, but this would not give us the properties we want. In this
subsection we describe a way of writing each ordinal as a sum of ordinals of the form ωα which
fits together with the characteristic functions we will use to define the jumps.
The material in this section is only relevant if the reader is interested in transfinite iterates
of the jump.
For each ordinal η, let
Tη = {〈n0, ..., nk〉 ∈ ω
<ω : η[n0][n1] · · · [nk] exists},
where by η[n0][n1] · · · [nk] we mean the successive iteration of the characteristic functions,
that is, η[n0][n1] · · · [nk] = (...(η[n0])[n1] · · · )[nk]. Thus, for η 6= 0, Tη contains a branch
isomorphic to Tη[n] for each n ∈ ω. Note that η[n0][n1] · · · [nk] exists if and only if for all i < k,
η[n0][n1] · · · [ni] > 0. Since α[n] < α for all α and n, this tree is well-founded. For each η,
we will define a map gη : Tη → ω
η + 1 by effective transfinite recursion: Let gη(〈〉) = ω
η, and
for σ = n⌢σ− let gη(σ) = ω
η[0] + · · ·ωη[n−1] + gη[n](σ
−). We will see below that this map
is actually an isomorphism from (Tη,≤KB) to ω
η + 1 r {0}, were ≤KB is the Kleene-Brower
ordering on ω<ω. (Recall that σ ≤KB τ ⇐⇒ τ ⊆ σ ∨ ((∃i)σ ↾ i = τ ↾ i & σ(i) < τ(i)).)
From now on we will write η〈n0, ..., nk〉 for gη(〈n0, ..., nk〉). Let us observe that this map
can be defined directly as follows: Given 〈n0, ..., nk〉 ∈ T r {〈〉}, we have that
η〈n0, ..., nk〉 =
n0−1∑
i=0
ωη[i] + (η[n0])〈n1, ..., nk〉(1)
=
n0−1∑
i=0
ωη[i] + · · ·+
nk−1∑
i=0
ωη[n0]...[nk−1][i] + ωη[n0]...[nk] ∈ ωη,(2)
and let η〈〉 = ωη. The objective of this definition is to have a kind of normal form for writing
each ordinal below ωη as a sum of ordinals of the form ωα. This normal form, as opposed
to the Cantor normal form, is now synchronized with the characteristic functions at the limit
ordinals.
Lemma 6.13. The map 〈n0, ..., nk〉 7→ η〈n0, ..., nk〉 is an isomorphism between (Tη , <KB) and
ωη + 1r {0}.
Proof. The proof is by induction on η. For η = 0, Tη = {〈〉}, ω
η +1r {0} = {1}, and 0〈〉 = 1.
For η > 0 we have that for each n, the map 〈n1, ..., nk〉 7→ η[n]〈n1, ..., nk〉 is an isomorphism
between (Tη[n], <KB) and ω
η[n]+1r {〈〉}. Notice that Tη[n] equals the branch of Tη extending
〈n〉, and that
∑
n ω
η[n] = ωη. The map 〈n0, ..., nk〉 7→ η〈n0, ..., nk〉 does nothing more than
pasting all these maps together. 
6.5. Special jump operators. We just saw a particular way of writing each ordinal α ≤ ωη
as a sum of ordinals of the form ωη[m0]...[ml]. We will now recast this decomposition in terms
of composition of operators of the form J ω
η[m0]...[ml].
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Definition 6.14. Given η and 〈n0, ...., nk〉 ∈ Tη, we define J
ωη
〈n0,....,nk〉
: ωω → ωω as follows:
let J ω
η
〈〉 = J
ωη and
J ω
η
〈n0,....,nk〉
= J ω
η[n0]
〈n1,....,nk〉
◦ J ω
η
n0
= J ω
η[n0]...[nk] ◦
nk−1⊙
i=0
J ω
η[n0]...[nk−1][i]
◦ · · · ◦
n0−1⊙
i=0
J ω
η[i]
,
where
⊙l
i=0 fi = f
l ◦ f l−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f0 is the iterated composition operator. (Compare with the
definition of η〈n0, ..., nk〉 above.)
It is not hard to see that J ω
η
〈n0,....,nk〉
(Z) ≡T Z
(η〈n0,....,nk〉). We will now see that, despite
having a complicated definition, the operators J ω
η
〈n0,....,nk〉
are the ones we want to use as
canonical η〈n0, ...., nk〉-th jump operators. We now define the finite approximations exactly
in the same way.
Definition 6.15. Given 〈n0, ...., nk〉 ∈ Tη, we define J
ωη
〈n0,....,nk〉
: ω<ω → ω<ω as follows
Jω
η
〈n0,....,nk〉
= Jω
η[n0]
〈n1,....,nk〉
◦ Jω
η
n0
and let Jω
η
〈〉 = J
ωη .
Lemma 6.16. For σ, τ ∈ ω<ω and 〈m0, ...,ml〉 <KB 〈n0, ..., nk〉 ∈ Tη, if 〈〉 6= J
ωη
〈n0,...,nk〉
(σ) ⊆
Jω
η
〈n0,...,nk〉
(τ), then Jω
η
〈m0,...,ml〉
(σ) ⊆ Jω
η
〈m0,...,ml〉
(τ).
Proof. Let h be the greatest such that for all j < h, nj = mj and nh ≥ mh. So, either
h = k < l and 〈n0, ..., nk〉 = 〈m0, ...,mh〉, or h < k and nh > mh. Consider the following chain
of inequalities.
η〈m0, ...,ml〉 < · · · < η〈m0, ...,mh,mh+1〉 < η〈m0, ...,mh〉 ≤ η〈n0, ..., nk〉.
Assuming that 〈〉 6= Jω
η
〈m0,...,ml〉
(σ) and that
〈〉 6= Jω
η
〈n0,...,nk〉
(σ) ⊆ Jω
η
〈n0,...,nk〉
(τ),(3)
we will show each of the following inclusions one-by-one:
〈〉 6= Jω
η
〈m0,...,mh〉
(σ) ⊆ Jω
η
〈m0,...,mh〉
(τ)(4)
〈〉 6= Jω
η
〈m0,...,mh,mh+1〉
(σ) ⊆ Jω
η
〈m0,...,mh,mh+1〉
(τ)(5)
...
〈〉 6= Jω
η
〈m0,...,mh,...,ml〉
(σ) ⊆ Jω
η
〈m0,...,mh,...,ml〉
(τ)(6)
To prove (4) we note, just by unfolding the definitions, that Jω
η
〈n0,...,nk〉
can be written by a
composition of a list of operators of the form Jω
β
and Jω
η
〈m0,...,mh〉
. More precisely (although
not relevant for the proof), we have
Jω
η
〈n0,...,nk〉
= Jω
η[n0]...[nh]
〈nh+1,...,nk〉
◦
nk−1⊙
i=mh+1
Jω
η[nk]...[nh−1][i]
◦ Jω
η
〈m0,...,mh〉
.
An iteration of Corollary 6.11 gives us that Jω
η
〈m0,...,mh〉
(σ) ⊆ Jω
η
〈m0,...,mh〉
(τ). And since 〈〉 6=
Jω
η
〈n0,...,nk〉
(σ), we have that 〈〉 6= Jω
η
〈m0,...,mh〉
(σ) too [MM11, Lemma 6.2 (Pω
α
1)], proving (4).
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Let us now prove (5). Let σ¯, τ¯ and α be such that
Jω
η
〈m0,...,mh〉
(σ) = Jω
α
(σ¯) & Jω
η
〈m0,...,mh〉
(τ) = Jω
α
(τ¯).
More precisely, let Jω
η
〈m0,...,mh〉
be defined like Jω
η
〈m0,...,mj〉
but without the application of the
first term Jω
η[m0]...[mh] in the compostion. That is Jω
η
〈m0,...,mh〉
=
⊙mh−1
i=0 J
ω
η[m0]...[mh−1][i]
◦ · · · ◦⊙m0−1
i=0 J
ωη[i] , Let σ¯ = Jω
η
〈m0,...,mh〉
(σ), τ¯ = Jω
η
〈m0,...,mh〉
(τ), and α = η[m0]...[mh].
We now have that
Jω
η
〈m0,...,mh,mh+1〉
(σ) = Jω
α
mh+1+1
(σ¯),
and the same for τ instead of σ. From (4) we have that 〈〉 6= Jω
α
(σ¯) ⊆ Jω
α
(τ¯ ). Then, by
Lemma 6.10, Jω
α
mh+1+1
(σ¯) ⊆ Jω
α
mh+1+1
(τ¯) as needed for (5).
Let σ¯1, τ¯1 and α1 be such that
Jω
η
〈m0,...,mh,mh+1〉
(σ) = Jω
α1
(σ¯1) & J
ωη
〈m0,...,mh,mh+1〉
(τ) = Jω
α1
(τ¯1).
More precisely, α1 = α[mh+1], σ¯1 = J
ωα
mh+1
(σ¯) and τ¯1 = J
ωα
mh+1
(τ¯). Therefore,
Jω
η
〈m0,...,mh,...,ml〉
(σ) = Jω
α
〈mh+1,...,ml〉
(σ¯1).
Since Jω
η
〈m0,...,mh,...,ml〉
(σ) 6= 〈〉, we get that |σ¯1| ≥ 2 [MM11, Lemma 6.2 (P
ωα1)], and hence
Jω
η
〈m0,...,mh,mh+1〉
(σ) = Jω
α1 (σ¯1) 6= 〈〉 too. This finishes the proof of (5).
Continue like this proving the following lines up to (6). 
7. The pre-orderings of belief
In this section we define the orderings ≤ξ that we use to define the notion of “ξ-belief,” or
“looking like a ξ-true stage.”
7.1. Canonical ∆0ξ-complete functions. For the rest of this section, fix η a nice computable
ordinal as we had before.
Definition 7.1. Let ∇1 ∈ ωω be the function constant equal to zero. Consider α ∈ ωη + 1.
Suppose that α = η〈n0, ..., nk〉. Let
∇1+α = J ω
η
〈n0,...,nk〉
(∇1).
Recall that if α is infinite, then 1 + α = α.
The reason we start with ∇1 rather than ∇0 is the usual problem with the transfinite
arithmetic hierarchy that 0(ξ) is ∆0ξ+1-complete for finite ξ and is ∆
0
ξ-complete for infinite ξ.
This way we do not have to distinguish between these two cases every time: ∇ξ is ∆0ξ-complete
for all ξ uniformly in ξ.
We now define the finite approximations.
Definition 7.2. Consider s ∈ ω. Let ∇1s ∈ ω
<ω be the string with s zeros. Suppose again
that α = η〈n0, ..., nk〉. Let
∇1+αs = J
ωη
〈n0,...,nk〉
(∇1s).
Let us now prove that these approximations satisfy (N1)-(N3). For the reader only interested
in the finite case, these properties follow easily, and most of the complexity in proving the
following lemmas appears only in the infinite case.
Lemma 7.3. For each ξ, there is a sub-sequence {ti : i ∈ ω} such that
⋃
i∈ω∇
ξ
t1
= ∇ξ
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Proof. This is just an iteration of Lemma 6.12 or of [MM11, Lemma 6.9]. It follows from
taking the inverse of J ω
η
〈n0,...,nk〉
by composing the appropriate functions J−ω
η[n0]...,[nh][i]. 
Lemma 7.4. For each s there are only finitely many ξ ≤ ωη with ∇ξs 6= 〈〉. Furthermore, we
can computably find those ξ’s uniformly in s.
Proof. We know from [MM11, Lemma 6.2 (Pω
α
5)] that for each α and σ 6= 〈〉, |Jω
α
(σ)| ≤
|σ| − 1. There are n0+ · · ·+ nk +1 applications of functions of the form J
ωα in the definition
of Jω
η
〈n0,...,nk〉
. Thus, we know that for each ξ = η〈n0, ..., nk〉 and s, if s ≤ n0 + · · · + nk, then
∇ξs = 〈〉. Now, we just need to notice that for each s there are finitely many 〈n0, ..., nk〉 ∈ Tη
with n0 + · · · + nk < s. This is because Tη is well-founded and for each i, ni < s.
Since Tη is computable, we can easily list those tuples effectively. 
Lemma 7.5. For s < t and γ < ξ ≤ ωη, if 〈〉 6= ∇ξs ⊆ ∇
ξ
t , then ∇
γ
s ⊆ ∇
γ
t .
Proof. This just follows directly from Lemmas 6.13 and 6.16. 
Lemma 7.6. Let λ ≤ ωη be a limit ordinal and s < t ∈ ω. Then ∇λs ⊆ ∇
λ
t if and only if
(∀ξ < λ)∇ξs ⊆ ∇
ξ
t , provided 〈〉 6= ∇
λ
s .
Proof. The left-to-right direction follows from the previous lemma. For the right-to-left direc-
tion let λ = η〈m0, ...,mh〉. Let σ¯ = J
ωη
〈m0,...,mh〉
(∇1s), τ¯ = J
ωη
〈m0,...,mh〉
(∇1t ), and α = η[m0]...[mh]
(as in the proof of Lemma 6.16). What matters is that σ¯, τ¯ and α were chosen so that
∇λs = J
ωα(σ¯) & ∇η〈m0,...,mh,i〉s = J
ωα
i+1(σ¯),
and the same for τ¯ instead of σ¯. Since η〈m0, ...,mh, i〉 < λ, we have that for all i, J
ωα
i+1(σ¯) ⊆
Jω
α
i+1(τ¯). It then follows from Lemma 6.10 that J
ωα(σ¯) ⊆ Jω
α
(τ¯ ) as needed. 
7.2. ξ-true stages. The first attempt to define the relation of “ξ-believes in” is the following.
Given s, t ∈ ω we define
s Eξ t ⇐⇒ (∀γ ≤ ξ + 1) ∇
γ
s ⊆ ∇
γ
t .
This definition has almost all the properties we need, except for continuity, which we will fix
later in Lemma 7.8. For finite ξ, these relations have all the properties we need, as continuity
is not important in that case, and hence there is no need for further modifications.
That each Eξ is a pre-ordering is immediate from the definition. That the sequence is nested
is also immediate. Let us observe that the sequence (Eξ)ξ<ωη is computable: Given s and t,
by Lemma 7.4, there are only finitely many γ with ∇γs 6= 〈〉, and we can effectively find them.
We only need to check if ∇γs ⊆ ∇
γ
t among those γ’s. We also observe that E0=≤, and that
for each α, the t’s for which ∇α+1t is correct and non-empty form a Eα-ascending sequence.
Lemma 7.7. (Eξ)ξ<ωη is a nested computable sequence of pre-orderings satisfying (♣).
Proof. We already pointed out that it is a nested computable sequence of pre-orderings. To
prove (♣), consider r < s < t with r Eξ+1 t and s Eξ t–we want to show that r Eξ+1 s.
Suppose, toward a contradiction that r 6Eξ+1 s. Then, for some γ ≤ ξ + 2 we have that
∇γr 6⊆ ∇
γ
s . We may assume γ is a successor, as if ∇λr 6⊆ ∇
λ
s for a limit ordinal λ, then ∇
γ
r 6⊆ ∇
γ
s
for some γ < λ (as it follows from Lemma 7.6). Let δ = γ−1. So we have that J(∇δr) 6⊆ J(∇
δ
s)
and, since δ ≤ ξ, that ∇δr ⊆ ∇
δ
t and ∇
δ
s ⊆ ∇
δ
t . Therefore ∇
δ
r ⊆ ∇
δ
s ⊆ ∇
δ
t . From Lemma 6.4
we get that J(∇δr) 6⊆ J(∇
δ
t ) and hence that r 6Eξ+1 t giving the desired contradiction. 
Now we will modify these relations slightly to get continuity. Just to describe the intuition
behind these modifications, let us assume η = ω. The problem we have is that we might have
∇ω+1s 6⊆ ∇
ω+1
t , and hence s 6Eω t while ∇
ω
s ⊆ ∇
ω
t , which is equivalent to (∀n < ω) ∇
n
s ⊆ ∇
n
t .
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Let’s look at this more carefully. Let j be the greatest such that ∇ω+1s ↾ j ⊆ ∇
ω+1
t . So, we
must have that ϕ
∇ωs
j (j) ↑ but ϕ
∇ωt
j (j) ↓. But we should not blame ω for this disagreement. Let
tj be as in the definition of ∇
ω
t -true stages (Definition 6.1, so tj is essentially the oracle-use of
the computation ϕ
∇ωt
j (j) ↓), so that ∇
ω+1
t (j) = p∇
ω
t ↾ tjq = p〈∇
1
t (0),∇
2
t (0), ...∇
tj
t (0)〉q. The
one we should blame is tj , as it is the one witnessing a computation that we thought should
have diverged, and thus, we should let s 6≤tj t.
Lemma 7.8. There is a sequence (≤ξ)ξ<ωη satisfying (B0)-(B6) and (♣).
Proof. We will modify the relations Eξ to get them to satisfy continuity. Let us start by
defining a list of all the possible situations that cause a problem for continuity. Let C be the
set of all triples (λ, u, v) where λ < ωη is a limit ordinal, ∇λu ( ∇
λ
v , ∇
λ+1
u 6⊆ ∇
λ+1
v , and v is
minimal in the sense that if ∇λu ( ∇
λ
r ( ∇
λ
v , then ∇
λ+1
u ⊆ ∇
λ+1
r . For each such tuple, let γλ,v
be such that the last entry of∇λv is∇
γλ,v
v (0), (or, to be more specific γλ,v = 1+η〈n0, ..., nk, j−1〉
where λ = η〈n0, ..., nk〉 and j = |∇
λ
v |). (Recall that the idea is to blame γλ,v for the problem
rather than λ, and let u 6≤γλ,v+1 v.) Define
s ≤ξ t ⇐⇒ s Eξ t & ¬∃(λ, u, v) ∈ C
(
γλ,v < ξ & u ≤ s < v Eγλ,v t
)
.
Let us now show that this sequence satisfies all the desired properties:
Is easy to see that (B0) holds, i.e., that ≤0=≤ .
Computability (B1). It is computable because E is, and because the existential quantifier
over (λ, u, v) ∈ C is bounded, as u, v ≤ t, and for each v, there are only finitely many λ’s with
∇λ+1v 6= 〈〉.
Pre-ordered (B2). Reflexivity follows from the reflexivity of E, and the fact that if s = t,
then there is no v with s < v ≤ t. For transitivity suppose that s ≤ξ t ≤ξ r but that s 6≤ξ r.
By the transitivity of E we do have that s Eξ r, so there must be a (λ, u, v) ∈ C witnessing
that s 6≤ξ r. If v > t, then u ≤ t < v Eγλ,v r, so (λ, u, v) also witnesses that t 6≤ξ r giving a
contradiction. If v ≤ t, then since v Eξ r and t Eξ r, by (♣) applied to E, we get that v Eξ t
(using Observation 2.1). Since γλ,v < ξ, we have that u ≤ s < v Eγλ,v t, and hence (λ, u, v)
witnesses that s 6≤ξ t again giving a contradiction.
Nested (B3). Showing that it is nested is quite straightforward.
Continuity (B4). Suppose, towards a contradiction, then for some limit α we have s 6≤α t
but that (∀ξ < α) s ≤ξ t. If s 6≤α t due to some (λ, u, v) ∈ C, then we would also have
s 6≤γλ,v+1 t and γλ,v < α. So it must be that s 6Eα t. Since (∀ξ < α) s Eξ t, we have that
∇λs ⊆ ∇
λ
t and ∇
λ+1
s 6⊆ ∇
λ+1
t . Let v be the least such that ∇
λ
s ( ∇
λ
v ⊆ ∇
λ
t and ∇
λ+1
s 6⊆ ∇
λ+1
v .
We then have that (λ, s, v) ∈ C. We also have that v Eγλ,v t because 〈〉 6= ∇
λ
v ⊆ ∇
λ
t . Therefore,
s 6≤γλ,v+1 t contradicting our assumptions.
It is easy to see that (B5) holds, i.e., that s ≤ξ t⇒ ∇
ξ+1
s ⊆ ∇
ξ+1
t for all ξ.
Suppose that 〈〉 6= ∇ω
η
s ⊆ ∇
ωη
t –we want to show that s ≤ξ t for all ξ < η. Part (B6) would
then follow from Lemma 7.3. From Lemma 7.5 we have that s Eξ t for all ξ < ω
η. Take
(λ, u, v) ∈ C and suppose towards a contradiction that u ≤ s < v Eγλ,v t. Since v Eγλ,v t,
∇
γλ,v
v (0) = ∇
γλ,v
t (0), and since ∇
γλ,v
v (0) is the last entry of ∇λv , using Lemma 7.3 we have
that ∇λv ⊆ ∇
λ
t because all the entries of ∇
λ
v are then the same. Since we are assuming that
〈〉 6= ∇ω
η
s ⊆ ∇
ωη
t , we also have that ∇
λ
s ⊆ ∇
λ
t . From the fact that (λ, u, v) ∈ C we have that
∇λv ⊆ ∇
λ
v . So, given that all these strings are compatible we have that ∇
λ
u ⊆ ∇
λ
s ⊆ ∇
λ
v ⊆ ∇
λ
t .
By the minimality of v in the definition of C we have that ∇λ+1u ⊆ ∇
λ+1
s 6⊆ ∇
λ+1
v . From
Lemma 6.4 we get that ∇λ+1s 6⊆ ∇
λ+1
t , and hence that s 6Eη t giving the desired contradiction.
(♣). Suppose that s < t < r, s ≤ξ+1 r and t ≤ξ r but that s 6≤ξ+1 t. Since (♣) holds for
(Eξ)ξ<ωη , we have that s Eξ+1 t, so there must be a (λ, u, v) ∈ C witnessing that s 6≤ξ+1 t.
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Thus v Eγλ,v t Eξ r. Since ξ + 1 > γλ,v we get that v Eγλ,v r. So (λ, u, v) witnesses that
s 6≤ξ+1 r giving a contradiction. 
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